A guide to IDPR boat and snowmobile reports

Certificate of number data is inherently complex; yet, IDPR wants to help make this information useful to the public. IDPR encourages the public to be mindful when using the data to ensure accurate analysis. This report may not necessarily be compared to other statistics issued by the department, as the data reporting specifications may differ. Therefore, please note the data has been compiled given the below parameters:

**Boat report:**
This report includes boat certificates of number that are:
   b. Transaction type of new, renewal or transfer.
   c. Boat vessel year is greater than 1941 and is not 0.
   *This report does not include exempt or law enforcement transactions.
   *This report does not include transactions where the vessel number is blank.
   *This report does not include duplicates, refunds, donations or corrections.

The report includes the following data elements and is sorted by the vessel number:

- Sticker year
- Transaction date
- Vessel number
- HIN
- Vessel year
- Make code
- Length
- Use type
- Body type
- Hull type
- Prop type
- Fuel type
- Horse power
- Model
- Boat description
- Primary customer zip code

**Snowmobile report:**
This report includes **resident** snowmobile certificates of number that are:
   b. Transaction type of new, renewal or transfer.
   *This report does not include exempt or law enforcement transactions.
   *This report does not include rental or non-resident snowmobile transactions.
   *This report does not include duplicates, refunds, donations or corrections.

The snowmobile file includes the following data and is sorted by sticker year and vehicle year:

- Sticker year
- Sticker number
- Transaction date
- VIN
- Vehicle year
- Model
- Manufacturer
- Primary customer zip code